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Abstract

Automation systems are being used widely for performing
different tasks at homes, offices, and industries. Remote
clients access these web based automation system services
on the Internet. Web services are also prone to attacks
due to SYN flood that deny genuine clients a right to
use the services. Therefore such services are required to
be secured. The primary purpose of this manuscript is
to characterize the defense mechanisms and compare the
technical details involved in defense mechanisms of at-
tacks due to SYN flood. This will help the researchers to
propose improved and more efficient defense mechanisms.
The manuscript furthermore includes the experimental
study of the Victim Side SYN Flood (VSSF) attack pro-
tection system implemented using a general purpose pro-
cessor during the attack. Subsequently the study com-
pares the performance of VSSF attack protection system
implemented using general purpose processor, with the
VSSF attack protection system implemented using NIOS
core processor. It is found that the NIOS core processor
based protection system performance is better than the
general purpose processor based systems.

Keywords: Attacks; Defense Mechanisms; FPGA; NIOS
Processor; SYN Flood Attack

1 Introduction

Today a vast number of online services are used to transfer
crucial data. These online services are widely used by the
users to transfer data. Meanwhile the basic principles like
integrity, confidentiality, and availability of resources have
to be applied to secure these services.

Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) attack is gener-
ated on the network to deny access to the services by uti-
lizing the resources of the network or system [2,4,14,18].
DDoS attacks are classified into many types of attacks,
such as UDP flood, SYN flood, Ping flood attacks,
etc. [3,7,25] . In this study we have concentrated on SYN

flood attacks. SYN flood attack is a type of DDoS at-
tack that will target the specific resources of victims [29].
These attacks generated on the server will disrupt the ser-
vices and genuine users are not able to access these ser-
vices. Therefore, there is a need to protect such services
from attacks. Although there are many types of defense
systems against the SYN flood attacks, contributed by
the researchers are available, designed using software [5]
and hardware [10], still the issue remains challenging.

This manuscript deals with the characterization and
classification of defense mechanisms used only for SYN
flood attack. This will help the researchers to propose im-
proved and more efficient defense mechanisms. Further-
more it proposes the Victim Side SYN Flood (VSSF) at-
tack protection system implemented using a general pur-
pose processor.

Subsequently the performance of VSSF attack protec-
tion system implemented using general purpose proces-
sor is compared, with the VSSF attack protection system
implemented using NIOS core processor [10]. This com-
parison will help to choose and design the appropriate
security system.

Contributions of this manuscript are:

1) Identify the characteristics of various defense mech-
anisms against attacks due to SYN flood.

2) Compare the various defense systems, which will help
researchers to invent a comprehensive and efficient
defense system so that the genuine user’s access to
server is not denied.

3) Experimental study of proposed VSSF attack pro-
tection system implemented on a PC using a general
purpose processor.

4) Compare the performance of the general purpose pro-
cessor based system, with the NIOS core processor
based VSSF protection system.
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2 SYN Flood Attack

To communicate over the network between any server and
client using TCP, the client has to first set up a connec-
tion with the server. Then they can receive and transmit
the data. After the data transfer is done, the connection
has to be disconnected. The process of setting up of the
connection between client and server involves exchange of
three way handshake signals [23]. The client first sends
the SYN packet to the server, the server in turn sends
the SYN-ACK back to the client by setting the TCP half
open connection on the server. Then the ACK is sent
from the client side to the server and the connection is
set up between the client and server in normal situation.

In order to disrupt the Internet services available on
the server the malicious attacker can generate the SYN
flood attack. During this attack the attacker attacks the
server by sending many spoofed SYN packets. Due to
these packets the TCP half open connections are set up
on the server and then the server sends back SYN-ACK to
the clients and waits for the corresponding ACK [15, 22].
As IP addresses used are spoofed there may not be a
client with that IP address and subsequently the server
will not receive corresponding ACK packet. Each TCP
half open connections reserve certain resources of server.
Large number of SYN flood attack leads to the consump-
tion of server resources and genuine users will not have
access to the server.

3 SYN Flood Attack Defense
Mechanism Classifications and
Their Characterizations

Literature review shows that many types of defense mech-
anisms are contributed by the researchers. Here we char-
acterize and compare the different mechanisms.

3.1 Characterization

Defense mechanisms of SYN flood systems are classified
based on the location of deployment. The defense mecha-
nisms can be deployed at the source side, victim side and
intermediate on the network side.

Source side defense systems: These are the defense sys-
tems implemented at the attacker side. These defense sys-
tems are more effective as the attacks are blocked at the
source side itself. However these defense systems need to
be deployed at all the source/client side.

Victim side defense systems: Victim side defense sys-
tems can detect and defend the attack easily as all the
attack requests are available at the victim side. It is suf-
ficient only to deploy the defense system near the victim.

Intermediate defense system on the network: Generally
the defense systems are deployed in between the source
and the victim. Here detecting the attack is difficult as
all the packets of attack are not available at one place.

Defense mechanism systems are classified as Dis-
tributed or Autonomous. The autonomous systems inde-
pendently take decision to protect the servers. Whereas
distributed systems needs coordination amongst different
systems to protect the servers.

3.2 Comparisons

The comparison of the following different defense mecha-
nisms of attack due to SYN flood is shown in Table 1.

SYN Cookies: In this technique no memory is reserved
to store the initial request information on server. In-
stead a code is generated using the received initial
request information and cryptographic techniques.
This code is used as ”sequence number” in the SYN-
ACK packet and sent back. When the respective
ACK is received it extracts the initial request infor-
mation and is used to set up the connection [5].

SYNkill: Detects the attack due to SYN flood and then
responds to lessen the effect of attack. SYNkill tool
generates RST and ACK packets depending on the
type of client request so that the resources of the
server are not wasted [24].

Ingress Filtering: It is a source side defense system.
It will only forward the packets that have the ad-
dress of source(Prefix) same as the source network
address(prefix). The exit or gateway routers are con-
figured in such a way that they block all packets
that are not the component of the input network
address [9]. It is more effective provided, it is im-
plemented for all clients.

SYN Cache: In this method the resource allocation
strategy is changed. Minimum initial information of
the request is stored and then during the connection
all the required information is stored [16].

SYNMON: Network processor is used as a processing
unit to detect the SYN attack. An embedded system
is designed to detect the attack using the CUSUM
method [17].

D-WARD: This technique is implemented near the
source, but also supports near the victim and within
the core. However the source end deployment sup-
ports good response as compared to victim end and
core side. The D-WARD scheme consists of 3 units
called observation unit, traffic policing unit and rate-
limiting unit. It maintains the information of all the
traffic and then the statistics of aggregate flow is pe-
riodically compared with the models of traffic to de-
tect the attack. Attack Mitigation is performed by
the method called rate limiting [19].

Throttling Source Side SYN Flooding Attack: It
is a defense mechanism that needs to be deployed
at the attacker/source side. Bloom filter is used to
store the information of traffic as it provides storage
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efficient data structure. CUSUM method detects the
malfunctions in the traffic. Thus identifies the attack
and then the mitigation of attack is performed using
the ingress filter and rate limiting scheme [6].

A Router-based Novel Scheme: This method de-
tects and mitigates the attack due to SYN flood.
It is a router based mechanism that uses Bloom fil-
ter (counting) to keep track of number of SYN and
FIN/RST packets. During the attack,if the count of
SYN is more than number of FINs [26], then the at-
tack is detected. During mitigation every client’s first
request is dropped. The client retransmits the re-
quest and only such requests are forwarded to server.
Thus the effect of attack is mitigated.

Active Probing Method: Attack detection is done us-
ing the probing technique. Based on the values of
TTL the Rate-limiting filter is used to mitigate the
attack [28].

Detection of IP Header Threats Using Anomaly
Detection: Anomaly detection methods use the
information from headers of TCP and IP to detect
the attack. Traffic capturing tools are used to cap-
ture the TCP and IP information on the network.
Anomaly detection supports three types of detection
methods. The first type is the protocol detection
wherein any violations in the protocol pattern is
detected. The second type is based on the rate
that detects the attack by comparing it with the
normal traffic rate and the third type is based on
behavioural changes that compares with the normal
behaviour of clients with the servers. In this rate
based detection is used. Once the attack is detected
attentive messages are sent to the administrator [13].

STONE: This method presents a mechanism with ex-
pert system functions that protects the server from
DDoS attack. STONE detects the attack and mit-
igates the attack. The network traffic is captured
and it aggregates all the addresses into common pre-
fix of IP addresses. The attack is identified when
these aggregated data deviates from the regular traf-
fic flow. Following the attack discovery the STONE
allows traffic from known sources to access the ser-
vices where as the other traffic is blocked [12].

Secured Ethernet Interface System: This method
detects and mitigates the attack. It classifies the
incoming requests as good by authenticating. Every
incoming request with the good IP is forwarded
and other requests are blocked. During spoofed
SYN flood attack it allows only good requests to be
passed to the server and blocks all other attacks.
However it is likely that the attack requests with
the spoofed good IPs are forwarded to the server.
Once the number of half open connections becomes
greater than the threshold value then the good
registry is cleared. Since the good registry is cleared

every incoming request is authenticated and then
only it forwards. Thus it blocks the attacks [10].

3.3 Parameters To Be Measured

SYN flood attack defense systems performance can be
analysed based on the below mentioned parameters that
need to be measured by the researchers.

1) Response time: It gives the total time period needed
by the server(web server) to react to client re-
quest. In linux the tool called time curl, ab tool
(linux/windows) can be used [21].

2) Connections and half-open connections: Total half-
open and complete connections setup on the server is
an important parameter. The connections informa-
tion indicates the number of genuine client requests
served by the server. To measure these parameters
Netstat tool is used.

3) Processor utilization: It is used to measure the quan-
tity of processing achieved by the server processor.
Top tool can be used to measure the utilization of
processor.

4) Network bandwidth: The bandwidth of the network
that is protected is to be measured. This indicates
the traffic details.

The response time, number of TCP connections, half
open connections, processor utilization and network band-
width parameters can be measured in three different sce-
narios while genuine requests are sent to the server.

1) Without generating attack and no protection system;

2) With attack but no protection system;

3) With attack as well as protection system.

4 VSSF Protection System

In Secured Ethernet Interface System [10] the protection
against attack is performed using the NIOS II soft core
processor. It is interesting to compare the performance of
the SYN flood attack protection system using PC based
pure software and FPGA based NIOS processor. This
information is very useful to decide upon what type of
security system must be used for protecting the services.

The VSSF protection system is proposed and imple-
mented using the general purpose processor on a PC. This
system is implemented using the same algorithm as pro-
posed in Secured Ethernet Interface System and the per-
formance is analysed experimentally.

4.1 VSSF Protection Method

Figure 1 indicates the VSSF protection method used for
protecting the SYN flood attack protection system as used
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Table 1: Comparison of SYN flood attack defense methods

Year Method
name

Deplo
yment

Method used Spoof
ing

Testing
(Sim-
ula-
tions/
Real
time)

Distributed/
Au-
tonomous

Testing
data

Software/
hardware

Results/ param-
eters measured

1996 SYN cook-
ies

Victim No need of memory
to store initial re-
quest information

Yes —– Autonomous — Software Implemented in
Linux

1997 SYNkill Victim Classification of
client requests

Yes Real
time

Autonomous —- Software Delay in setting up
of connections and
number of connec-
tions

2000 Ingress Fil-
tering

Source Filtering Yes —- Autonomous — Software —

2002 SYN Cache Victim Initial minimum
information is
stored

— Real
time

Autonomous —- Software Percentage of con-
nections set up and
time taken during
the attack

2005 SYNMON Victim CUSUM yes Realtime Autonomous
(Detection)

Packt,
hping

Hardware/
Network
Processor

Attack detection

2005 D-WARD source Aggregate flow
statistics and com-
pare with models
of traffic

Yes Emulab Autonomous/
distributed

Cleo tool Software Number of connec-
tion, connection
delay, failed con-
nections

2006 Throttling
SYN flood-
ing attack

Source Bloom filter,
CUSUM method,
ingress filter

yes Simulat
ions
(ns2
simula-
tor)

Autonomous DARPA
dataset

Software Number of connec-
tions set up and de-
tection rate

2007 Router
based
Novel
scheme

Victim Counting Bloom
filter to keep
track of SYN and
FIN/RST. Per-
sistence of client
property

Yes Simulations
(Trace
driven)

Autonomous — Software Keeps track of
number of SYNs
and FIN/RSTs

2008 Active
Probing
technique

Victim Active probing
and Ratelimiting
method

Yes Simulations
(NS2-
simulator)

Autonomous Simulations Software Bandwidth con-
sumption of server
by legitimate
traffic

2011 Anomaly
Detection

Vctim Rate based
Anomaly De-
tection

—- Real
time

Autonomous
(Detect)

tcpdump software Packets are tested

2015 STONE DistributedStreaming process-
ing paradigm

— Real
time

Distributed — Software Attack detection
time and Mitiga-
tion precision

2016 Secured
Ethernet
Interface
System

Victim Keeping track
of the genuine
requests

yes Real
time

Autonomous Ostinato
and ab
tools are
used

FPGA,
NIOS
(Hard-
ware)

Measured half open
connections, con-
nections set up
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Figure 1: VSSF protection method [10]

by S.Ghanti and G.M.Naik [10], and is based on [11, 24,
27].

This method detects the spoofed attack and also it
blocks such attacks. In this method a registry is used
that maintains the information about the IP addresses of
clients that have already accessed and set the connection
with the server. Every incoming client request needs to
be identified by the VSSF protection system as a genuine
client request or from an attacker and is explained below.

The IP address of the incoming client request is first
compared with the contents of the registry. If the entry
is not traced in the registry then these are termed as new
clients or non registered clients. These new clients are not
forwarded to the server. Instead the SYN-ACK packet is
sent to the client using the syndefender. If this request
had come from the genuine client then corresponding re-
ply is received by the VSSF protection system and will
set up the connection between the client and the server.
Also entry in the registry is added with such request in-
formation. If the request had come from ’non registered
attack clients’ then the VSSF protection system will not
receive the ACK thus they are treated as attack requests
and are not forwarded instead they are blocked.

An incoming client request if found in the registry, then
it is treated as registered client request. The registered
client requests are forwarded to the server and the server
communication continues in a normal way.

The VSSF protection system uses the below explained
method to detect the spoofed client requests attack. The
spoofed client requests generated can be either from regis-
tered or non registered IP addresses. The non registered
spoofed requests are treated as new client requests and
taken care by not forwarding to the server and activating
the syndefender. Thus non registered spoofed requests

are taken care by the VSSF protection system.
In case of registered spoofed request attacks, the VSSF

protection system uses an innovative method to detect
and block the spoofed attacks. On receiving the spoofed
registered request the VSSF protection method forwards
such packets to the server as they are registered. For such
packets SYN Count is incremented and the SYN ACK is
sent back. Since it is a spoofed registered request, ACK is
not received thus the SYN Count will not be decremented.
Thus for every registered spoofed request the SYN Count
goes on increasing. The spoofed attack is detected once
the count reaches the threshold value. Once it detects the
attack further attack is blocked by clearing the registry.
Thus the VSSF protection system detects the attack and
it also blocks the attack.

4.2 Software-based VSSF Protection Sys-
tem

To implement the software based VSSF protection sys-
tem a PC with two Network Interface Cards (NIC) is
used. This system needs to be connected between the
server that needs to be secured and the clients. To start
with, this system is configured using iptables as router
so that it forwards the packets. The VSSF protection
system should be able to capture every incoming packet
and analyse it using the same algorithm as used in FPGA
based Secured Ethernet Interface System shown in Fig-
ure 1 to detect and block the attack [10]. The VSSF
protection system software is implemented using libipq
so that it analyses every incoming packet and accordingly
the packet is forwarded or blocked [8]. Libipq is an ipta-
bles packet queing development library at the user space.
The libipq provides different APIs to create handle, to
set mode, to read packets from queue, to issue verdict on
packet like drop, forward, to destroy the handle etc. It
allows packets to pass to the user space where packet de-
tails can be analysed. Then the packets can be passed to
the kernel indicating whether packet can be dropped or
forwarded to the server. The packet contents can also be
modified if required and then the packets can be passed
to the kernel from user space.

Libipq APIs are used to monitor the incoming requests
from the clients/attackers and identify the SYN flood
attacks and accordingly block the SYN flood attacks is
shown in Figure 1 so that server resources are not con-
sumed by the attacks, and also genuine users will have
access to the server.

The set up used for the software based experiment is
shown in Figure 2. One computer is configured as a web
server, while another is used as a client to generate the
attacks and the genuine requests. The third machine is
the VSSF protection system implemented using software.
We have used apache bench ab tool to generate genuine
client requests to the server [1] and Ostinato tool to gen-
erate SYN flood attack to the server [20]. Experiments
were conducted to study the response of VSSF protection
system with and without attack.
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PC with two NIC

Client ServerVSSF Protection System

Figure 2: The software based VSSF protection system
experimental set up

Secured Ethernet 
Interface System

Serverclient
FPGA based VSSF protection system

Figure 3: FPGA based protection system

4.3 FPGA-based Protection System

The FPGA based Secured Ethernet Interface System (re-
ferred here as FPGA-based VSSF protection system) was
implemented on a hardware DE-4 FPGA board as a Sys-
tem on Chip and was reported in [10] by Ghanti and Naik.
It uses Stratix IV device supported by the industry stan-
dard peripherals. Different IP cores used are Triple-speed
Ethernet core IP, receive and transmit SGDMA, NIOS
processor, on chip memory, etc. [10]. SYN flood attack
protection system flowchart is as shown in Figure 1 and
was implemented using Quartus II.

The experimental setup used in FPGA based Secured
Ethernet Interface System [10] is shown in Figure 3. One
computer was configured as a web server, while another
was used as a client to generate the attacks and the gen-
uine requests.

The FPGA based protection system was connected just
before the server. Experiments were performed to study
the response of VSSF protection system with and without
attack. The results were discussed in [10] by S.Ghanti and
G.K.Naik.

5 Results and Discussions

5.1 Results of Software-based VSSF Pro-
tection System

To find out the performance of software based VSSF pro-
tection system, studies are conducted initially by generat-
ing genuine requests from the client using ab tool (without
generating attack) to the server and the response is noted.
In this experiment ab tool is used to generate 500 genuine
requests to the server.

Later the client generates genuine requests with the
attacks to the server . The attacks are generated using
ostinato tool to the server. Then the response of the server
is recorded and is shown in Figure 4 and Table 2.

From Figure 4 it is clear that 90 % of the requests
from client are served within less time when no attack is

Figure 4: Response from software based VSSF protected
server

Table 2: Response of software based VSSF protection sys-
tem with and without attack (when client sends 500 gen-
uine requests).

Using PC
based pro-
tection sys-
tem without
attack

Using PC
based pro-
tection
system
with attack

Transfer
Rate (Kilo-
bytes/sec)

0.49 0.19

Time taken
for tests (in
seconds)

315 825

generated. During the attack, genuine clients could access
the server but only the delay is more. It may be seen in
Figure 4 that there is a sharp change at around 75% of the
client requests i.e. response time of server quite significant
when there is an attack. Thus, the software based VSSF
protection system protects the server from the attack and
also genuine clients can access the server during attack.

5.2 Comparison of Software(PC)-based
With The FPGA-based Protection
System

The experimental results of the PC based protection sys-
tem are shown in Figure 4. The results of the experiments
conducted by generating attacks and genuine clients’ re-
quests to the server that is protected by FPGA based SYN
flood attack protection systems as reported by S.Ghanti
and G.K.Naik in [10] is used here for comparison. The
comparison of results of software based VSSF protec-
tion system, with the FPGA based protection system are
tabled in Table 3 and are shown in Figure 5.

In Figure 5 there is a sharp change at 75% of client re-
quests when the server is protected using software based
system, but the response of hardware i.e. FPGA based
VSSF protection system shows much better response as
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Table 3: Comparison of FPGA based protection system
and software based VSSF protection system with attack
(500 Genuine Requests with attack are sent from client
to the server).

Using PC
(software)
based pro-
tection
System

Using
FPGA
based pro-
tection
system [10]

Transfer
Rate (Kilo-
bytes/sec)

0.19 2.25

Time taken
for tests(in
seconds)

825 64.179

Figure 5: Comparison of FPGA based and software based
protection system

compared to software based in spite of an attack. Figure 6
indicates that the FPGA (NIOS) based VSSF protection
system supports higher transfer rate as compared to soft-
ware based VSSF protection system.

6 Conclusions

SYN flood attacks generated on the servers cause the ser-
vices to be disrupted. Defense systems reported in the lit-
erature are characterized and compared extensively. Dif-
ferent parameters of defense system that should be mea-
sured experimentally are suggested. This will help re-
searchers to develop better efficient systems.

This article also demonstrates the implementation and
working of the VSSF protection system on PC experimen-
tally. It then compares the performance of PC based with
the FPGA based System on Chip protection system. It
is found that VSSF protection system implemented using
software efficiently blocks the attack and allows genuine
requests to access the server. The FPGA based SYN flood
attack protection system supports the faster data trans-
fer than the software based system. Thus the protection
system designed using FPGA is more efficient than the

Figure 6: Comparision of PC (software) based and FPGA
based VSSF protection system with attack

software based protection system.
Though the FPGA based SYN flood attack protection

system shows better results as compared to PC based sys-
tems, it may be noted that FPGA solutions are not easy as
one requires access to hardware, whereas PC based sys-
tem provides a solution which can be implemented and
administered locally very easily. Further the response of
software based VSSF protection system can be easily im-
proved by incorporating parallel processing.
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